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ABOUT M10TEK: 
M10TEK provides The Best SAP Talent to solve the most complex industry challenges of an 
SAP Digital Transformation.  By deploying the Top-5% of Platinum Level Experts, M10TEK 
leverages years of experience to benefit our clients.  

M10TEK, The Premier SAP Talent Agency and Trusted-Advisor for over 20 years.  We 
passionately pursue, mentor, inspire and invest in the Best-of-Breed SAP Relationships.  We 
exist to solve SAP’s biggest customer challenges by providing superior talent with simple 
and seamless customer service at every touchpoint.

M10TEK specializes in ECC, S/4HANA, and SAP Cloud Services.  In addition, M10TEK offers 
consulting in SAP specialized areas such as;  Ariba, Hybris, Callidus, Fieldglass, Success 
Factors, Concur and Sybase, to name a few. 

OVERVIEW:
“Digital transformation is a fundamental rethinking of customer experience, business 
models, and operations.  It's about finding new ways to deliver value, generate revenue, 
and improve efficiency – and companies are using innovative technologies to do it.”

Digital Transformation is impacting every industry across the globe.  Companies need to 
redefine customer experience and rethink what they do, how they do it, and how it affects 
their clients.  Every CEO must focus on their Business Model Innovation in order to succeed 
in today’s economy.  

WHEN SHOULD YOU PLAN YOUR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION?  
With Artificial Intelligence (AI), and the Internet of Things (IoT) reaching maturity and 
becoming more accessible and affordable.  Digital leaders are leveraging these technologies 
to transform their customer experiences, improve productivity, and gain competitive 
advantages.
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SUMMARY:
     3% of companies have completed true digital transformation projects.

     90% of business leaders believe that Artificial Intelligence is critical for their companies.

     94% of business leaders are investing in Big Data and Analytics. 

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PROGRESS:
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HIGHLIGHTS:
Utilizing our Portfolio Platinum Level Experts, M10TEK guides customers through their digital 
journey with experience learned from early adopter projects.  At a high level, M10TEK helps 
customers: migrate to the cloud; realize the digital enterprise; and establish SAP S/4HANA as 
their digital core.

FEATURES:
As SAP embarks on a journey to transform more than 150,000 customers from ERP and ECC 
platforms to Digital Transformation Experiences, the shortfall in talent resembles something 
not seen in many years.  While many companies claim to have this transformation 
experience, M10TEK is one of the few that can actually deliver with proven industry use 
cases.

BENEFITS:
Our hands-on transformation experience coupled with our Platinum Level pedigree means 
M10TEK is able to deliver faster results while reducing total cost of implementation. 

CONTACT M10TEK:
Tom Beggs  
SVP of SAP Practice 
Direct: 484-844-3622
tbeggs@M10TEK.com Platinum
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